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A function/(z) analytic in the unit disk is said to belong to the Bergman
space Ap (0<p<oo) if §>ffî\f(reie)\prdr d6<oo.Itis clear that ,4* contains
the Hardy space Hp of analytic functions for which limr_i J§*| f(reie)\p d6<
oo. We adopt the convention that Acx>=Hco, the space of bounded analytic
functions in the disc.
Assuming that /(O) 5*0, we list the zeros of/in order of nondecreasing
modulus: 0<|z 1 |^|z 2 |^|z 3 |^- • - < l . We repeat zi according to the
multiplicity of the zero o f / a t zt. The sequence {zj is called the zero set
of/ If f e A* (resp. Hp), then zi will be called an A* (resp. H») zero
set. It has long been known that Hp zero sets (0<p^oo) are completely characterized by the condition 7 j £ i l/\zk\<oo. (Equivalently,
2 £ i l — |zfc|<oo.) In particular, the condition is independent of p.
Our results show that the situation for Ap zero sets is considerably more
complex.
LEMMA

1. If{zk} is an Ap zero set (0</?< oo), then
\Zk\

K=l

COROLLARY.

IfA*)=2Z*
LEMMA

p

If{zk} is an A zero set (0<p< oo), then for each e>0,

anz\ let 5 ^ = 2 ^

\ak\p,p>0.

2. IfS{^ = 0(Na)for some a ^ l , then ƒ G AP for allp<2\tL.

3. For some p, l ^ p ^ 2 , suppose that 2jv-i#~*»S'Ar)<00
N*-*S% =0(1). ThenfeAp\ l//?+l// = l.
LEMMA
}

an

^

Lemma 1 is proved by an application of Jensen's theorem. Lemmas 2
and 3 follow from corresponding coefficient conditions, after a summation
by parts. In particular, Lemma 3 is a consequence of the fact that
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2 \aNlN\N<oo implies ƒ e A00, and that 2 \aN/N\2N<oo implies ƒ e A2.
One merely applies the Riesz interpolation theorem and summation by
parts to obtain the result.
1. Let 0 < / ? < # ^ o o . Then there exists an Ap zero set which
is not an A zero set.
THEOREM

Q

Let / ( z ) = J 7 £ o l+uzbk9 where b is an integer
greater than 2, and u is a positive constant. Using the notation of the
lemmas, one verifies that:
(1) Every partial product for f(z) is a partial sum of its Taylor series.
(2) If J V = 2 £ i 6 * , S#> = ( l + 0 * .
(3) If w > l , if N= 2 £ o bk, and if {zj are the ordered zeros of/, then
SKETCH OF PROOF.

nf=ii/N=«*.
From these facts, and from Lemmas 1, 2 and 3, we conclude that:
(4) If b^ 1 +w 2 , then ƒ G A* for all p<2 log 6/log(l + u2). (Also, in this
case, ƒ ^^42.)
(5) If l+u^b8-1
for some s, 1 < ^ 2 , / e ^ for all p<s', where
(6) If w > l , the zero set o f / i s not the zero set of any function in AQ
for q>logo/log w.
An examination of (4), (5) and (6) shows that if 0<p<q^ oo, u and Z>
may always be chosen to yield a function ƒ in Av whose zero set is not an
AQ zero set.
2. For 0</?<oo, Me
general an A zero set.
THEOREM

WWÖ«

#ƒ two Av zero sets is not in

v

To prove Theorem 2, we choose one of the functions ƒ e Ap constructed
in Theorem 1, with the parameter w > l . We choose a positive integer N
and require that each zero off be repeated N times. For N sufficiently
large we obtain a sequence which, by Lemma 1, cannot be an Av zero
set.
We state two corollaries to the above theorems, both of which again
contrast sharply with Hp theory.
COROLLARY (TO THEOREM 1). It is not possible to represent an arbitrary
A1 function as the product of two functions in A2, one of them nonvanishing.
COROLLARY (TO THEOREM 2). Consider the operator Mz of multiplication by z on A2 (a weighted unilateral shift). There exist two nontrivial
closed invariant subspaces of Mz whose intersection is trivial.
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